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The impulse response of real-world physical systems decays faster at high
frequencies than low frequencies. This is due to the approximate ennstant "Q "behavior
of the resonators that often make up these systems. Considerable efficiency can be
obtained in digitizing, storing, and nmnipulating impnlse response data that has been
sanlpled at a rate that starts high initially, and then falls inversely with time. This paper
explores this concept, and develops an efficient log-log time-frequency transform that
converts back and forth directly between log-spaced time samples and log-spaced
frequency samples. A very efficient FIR convolver/equalizer configuration, with
logarithmically-spaced time taps. is described.

0. INTRODUCTION

Digital signal processing (DSP) operates on signals that are discrete in time; i.e., the signal is
defined at discrete times by a sequence of numbers [ 1, Chapter 2]. Because the real world usually
supplies analog or continuous-time signals, these signals must be first converted to discrete-time or
digital signals by the use of an analog to digital converter. In all but the most rare cases, the analog
signals are converted to digital signals at equal-spaced values of time. The only restriction is that
the analog signal must be bandlimited to a frequency which is less than or equal to one-half the
sampling rate, to minimize aliasing distortion.

This paper considers a nonuniform sampling technique where continuous-time data is
sampled at a high rate at the start of the data, and then falls inversely with time to a low sample rate

at the end of the data. This forms a sequence whose sample times have equal.percentage values of
time, a so called log-spaced sequence. This method is primarily applied to sampling of impulse
responses and their manipulation. Real-world impulse responses have the characteristic that the
high-frequency energy primarily exists at the start of the response, while low-frequency energy
covers a wider time span.

According to [2, Chapter 2, "Nonuniform Sampling," F. Marvasti]:
"One might argue that nonuniform sampling is the natural way for the discrete

representation of a continuous time signal. For example, consider a non-stationary
signal with high instantaneous frequency components in certain time intervals and
low instantaneous frequency components in others. It is more efficient to sample
the low-frequency regions at a lower rate than the high-frequency regions. This
implies that with fewer samples per interval, one might approximate a signal with
appropriate nonuniform samples. In general, fewer samples mean data
compression: i.e., it signifies less memory and processing time for a computer and
faster transmission time and/or lower bandwidth for digital transmission."

In equal-spaced or uniform time sampling, a sequence of samples x[n] is obtained from a

continuous-time signal xc(t ) according to the relation x[rl] -- xc (nT) where n is an integer in

the range -oo < n < oo. In this paper, an alternate sampling scheme is presented where the



samples are taken at equal-percentage times according to the relation x In] = xc (Tre!Rn), where

R is a number in the range R > 1, and Tret is a reference time (the sample time when n = 0).

Although n can range over all integers, it is restricted to values of zero or greater in this paper
n__0.

Fig. 1 illustrates linear and logarithmic sampling showing how the instantaneous sample rate
changes over time. The dots indicate the individual sample points. Both linear and logarithmic
scales are shown. The linear sampling starts at time zero with a constant sample rate of 50 kHz.
The log sampling parameters follow the later Example 2 of Section 4.2.2, with an initial sample
rate of 50 kHz, starting at roughly 77.3 us, with 10 points per decade (time ratio of one-tenth

decade or about one-third octave R _ 1.259), and falls thereafter following j$ (t) _ 3.86/t.
In parallel with sampling in time, is sampling in frequency. Conventionally, most spectral

and frequency response data is sampled at equal-spaced intervals of frequency. This is in contrast
to the way that typical frequency-based data is almost always viewed, on a log frequency scale! It
also makes sense to logarithmically sample frequency data. Log-sampled frequency data, although
more common than log-sampled time data, is still generated quite infrequently. This paper in
addition to considering log sampling in time, also formalizes log sampling in frequency, including
a conversion method that directly converts log-sampled time data to log-sampled frequency data.

Log-spaced sampling is included in the much wider research area of nonuniform sampling.
The field of nonuniform sampling is an area undergoing much research 131.The reader is referred
to the excellent book [2, with emphasis on Chapter 411 for more information including a
comprehensive list of references. The log-periodic antenna structure is the result of log-spaced
design methods [4, Chapter 14][5, Chapter 9]. To the best of my knowledge, no previous work
has been published on log-spaced sampling in a digital signal processing context.

0.1. Conventional Linear-Spaced Sampling and Processing
A large body of research and knowledge has grown up based on the theory and application of

digital signal processing of signals that are defined at equal intervals of time [6-7]. In audio, one of
the most common operations performed by digital signal processing is the operation of filtering and
convolution. DSP systems that perform these operations may be used to implement such common
audio devices such as filters, equalizers, crossovers, reverberators, room auralization processors,
to name a few.

All these common DSP-based processing devices perform a discrete convolution between the
input data stream and an internally-stored discrete representation of the impulse response of the
system being implemented. This impulse response is almost always expressed as a series of
equally-spaced samples of the continuous impulse response. The amount of storage required to
store the impulse response (or equivalently the number of taps on the delay line convolver used to
implement the convolver) rises in direct proportions to the sample frequency and to the length of
the impulse response.

For a device such as a room auralization processor, which may require full-bandwidth
operation for a very long impulse response, the storage space (and hence convolver size) can be
considerable. For example, a room processor used to simulate a large room with a 20 second
reverberation time with a 50 kHz sample rate, may require more than 2 megabytes of storage for
stereo operation (2 x 50k samples/sec x 20 seconds)! The processing required to accomplish this
convolution in real time is considerable. In practical auralization processors, techniques such as
multi-rate processing and limitation of the length of the impulse response ease the implementation
task [8].
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0.2. Logarithmic-Spaced Sampling

This paper considers an alternate scheme of storage and manipulation of impulse data which
is more closely matched to the characteristics of typical impulses. Rather than sampling the impulse
response data at equal intervals of time, a logarithmic-spaced sampling scheme is considered,
where the sample rate is high initially and then falls inversely with time.

In log-spaced sampling, the samples occur at times which form a geometric sequence, where
the ratio between one sample time and the next is constant. In conventional linear-spaced or
uniform sampling, the samples occur at times which form an arithmetic sequence, where the
difference between two consecutive sample times is constant. Even though linear-spaced
sampling may or may not be periodic (a equal-spaced sequence is periodic if x[n] = x[n + lq]

for all n), log-spaced sampling is inherently not periodic (this is why I choose not to call log-
spaced sampling "log-periodic" sampling). Even if a finite-length log-spaced sequence is made
periodic by repeating the sequence end to end (called periodic nonuniform sampling) no advantages
result.

The impulse response of real-world physical systems usually decays much faster at high
frequencies than low frequencies. This is due to the approximate constant "Q" behavior of the
resonators that often make these systems. For a specific Q, a high-frequency resonator's energy
decays much quicker than a low-frequency resonator. For a specific decay threshold (say 60 dB
down), the ring-down time (or reverberation time) of a resonator is directly proportional to its Q
and inversely proportional to its resonant frequency. This means that for a multi-resonant wide
bandwidth system containing many resonators, all of which have the same approximate Q, the
effective upper-bandwidth of the frequency content of the system's impulse response, decreases as
time increases.

For systems that meet this criteria (this includes all causal minimum-phase low-pass and
band-pass systems), considerable efficiency can be obtained in digitizing, storing, and
manipulating the impulse response data, if the data is sampled logarithmically in time, rather than
linearly in time. This means that the impulse response is sampled at a high initial rate and then
sampled less frequently as time progresses, the sample rate falling inversely with time.

The impulse response, rather than being sampled at constant time intervals, is instead
sampled at intervals that increase at a constant percentage value from each sample to the next, i.e.
assuming a times two multiplier, if the first sample is at 10 us, the following samples would be
taken respectively at 20, 40, 80, 160 us .....etc. The sample time multiplier need not be an integer
value as it is here (x2), but can be any positive real value greater than one, i.e., if the multiplier is
1.01 the samples would occur at 10, 10.1, 10.201, 10.303 us ..... etc.

This paper examines this logarithmic sampling scheme in some detail and develops some
preliminary theory and design techniques, including an efficient Fourier transform method that
converts back and forth directly between log-spaced time samples and log-spaced frequency
samples, and applies log sampling to the design of finite impulse response (FIR) convolvers.

1. AN EXAMPLE: DISPLAY OF IMPULSE RESPONSE PLOTTED
VERSUS LINEAR TIME AND LOG TIME

The original idea for the log sampling scheme described in this paper occurred when I was
observing some impulse data from a loudspeaker using a graphing program on my computer.
Normally, impulse responses are always plotted versus linear time, on a scale that starts from zero
and goes to some maximum value. Speaker impulse responses usually exhibit a lot of high-
frequency activity at the start of the response, while the low-frequency output is spread out over
the whole response.

Plotting the data on'a linear time scale means that if you want tOobserve all the significant
features of the response, you have to display the impulse response on several different time scales.
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However, when displayed on a log time scale, which in effect expands the start of the response
and compresses the end of the response, you can see all the significant features of the impulse
response on one display! Computer graphing programs make it easy to plot data on a linear or log
horizontal scale. Oscilloscopes do not normally allow you to observe data on a logarithmic time
scale.

This section illustrates the display of impulse response data on linear and log time scales. The
impulse data was generated by computer simulation of a multi-resonant band-pass system model.

1.1. Band-Pass Model
A wide-band minimum-phase band-pass system was formulated that provided a rich impulse

response with significant ringing at 100 Hz and 1 kHz. This system was composed of cascaded
high- and low-pass filters with added peak and shelf filters to modify the response.

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the multi-resonant band-pass system composed of the
cascade connection of: 1) a tenth-order Butterworth high-pass filter at 100 Hz, 2) a 100 Hz Q = 8
second-order peak filter with a gain of 18 dB at its peak, 3) a 1 kHz Q = 16 second-order peak
filter with a gain of 12 dB at its peak, 4) a second-order low-frequency shelf filter providing
attenuation of 20 dB above 2 kHz with unity gain at very-low frequencies (a 200 Hz normalized

s 2 +2s+10

transfer function of H(s) l O(s 2 + 2s + 1_ where s -- j co), and 5) a tenth-order Butterworth
\ /

low-pass filter at 1 kHz.
Fig. 3 shows the frequency response of the model plotted over a two-decade 20 Hz to 20

kI-Iz log frequency scale. The response rolls off very rapidly at 60 dB/octave at high and low
frequencies and exhibits peaks at I00 Hz and 1 kHz.

1.2. Impulse Response Displayed on a Linear Time Scale
Fig. 4 shows the impulse response of the model plotted over linear time scales of 0 to 0.2 s

(top graph) and an expanded (xl0) linear time scale of 0 to 0.02 s (bottom graph). Note that the
longer 0.2 s time-span graph (top) clearly shows the 100 Hz low-frequency ring down, but does
not clearly show the 1 kHz information on the left side of the graph. Conversely, the x 10 expanded
time scale (bottom graph) clearly shows the high-frequency 1-kHz ring down, but not the details of
the much longer low-frequency 100-Hz ring down.

1.3. Impulse Response Displayed on a Log Time Scale
Fig. 5 shows the impulse response of the model plotted on a logarithmic time scale. The log

time scale runs over a nearly 3-decade 400 us to 0.2 second range. Here, all the details of the
impulse response are clearly shown including the high frequency ring down at short times, and the
low-frequency ring-down at long times! It was this display of impulse response, plotted on a log
time scale, that was the impetus for the research described in this paper.

2. SAMPLING AND RECONSTRUCTION IN THE TIME DOMAIN

The sampling and reconstruction of signals in the time domain is fundamental to the operation
of DSP-based processors. A major application of discrete-time processing systems is in the
processing of continuous-time signals. Most real-world processing devices must operate on
continuous or analog signals, i.e., the input and output signals of the processor are continuous.
Internally, the continuous input signal must be converted to a discrete-time signal by sampling,
then be processed in the digital or discrete-time domain, and then finally converted back to a
continuous signal by a reconstruction technique.
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Fig. 6 shows a general block diagram of an system that accomplishes discrete-time
processing of continuous-time signals [1, p. 91]. The system is a cascade of a continuous to
discrete (C/D) converter followed by a discrete-time processing system followed by a discrete to
continuous (D/C) converter. According to [1, p. 92],

"The block diagram .... represents a large class of systems since the sampling
rate and the discrete-time system can be chosen as we wish. Note that the overall
system is equivalent to a continuous-time system since it transforms the continuous-
time input signal Xin(t)into the continuous-time output signal yout(t) ."

In Fig. 6, the input continuous-time signal is first sampled, then processed by a discrete-time
processing system, and then converted back to a continuous-time signal by a reconstruction
process.

2.1. Linear-Spaced Sampling in Time: A Review

The sampling, processing, and reconstruction operations outlined in the block diagram of
Fig. 6 are almost always done on data which is sampled at equally-spaced values of time. The
following two sections detail the operations that typically occur in the C/D and D/C blocks in Fig.
6.

2.1.1. Conventional Linear-Spaced Sampling
Fig. 7 shows the internal details of the ideal continuous-time to discrete-time C/D conversion

block of Fig. 6, along with the impulse response of the ideal low-pass filter which serves as an
anti-alias filter. Note that I have explicitly included the anti-alias filter as a part of the C/D
conversion process.

The continuous-time input signal is first bandlimited to one-half the sample rate with an ideal
perfect brick-wall low-pass filter, then sent through an impulse train modulator, and then converted
from impulses to a sequence of numbers. Note that the C/D block is a representation of the
mathematics of ideal sampling, and not a representation of actual physical circuits that might be
used to approximate it. In the real-world, a high-rolloff filter and/or oversampling techniques may
be used along with an analog-to-digital converter to implement the C/D converter.

Note that the impulse response of the ideal low-pass filter is given by the sinc function [1,
p.881:

hLp (t) = sinc(t_). (1)

where
7- = samplingperiod

sin(Tr x)
sinc(x) - --

7tx

This'function is unity at t = 0 and has zero crossings at every integer multiple of Tother than
zero, i.e. t = :knT,n _ 0 (all other sample times). This function is shown later in Fig. 9(a).

2.1.2. An Alternate View of Linear-Spaced Sampling:
Decomposition into Shifted Sinc Functions

An alternate way to view the operation of the ideal C/D sampling operation of Fig. 7 is to
view it as the decomposition of the input continuous-time signal into a series of shifted sinc
functions. Of course, the amount of shift is equal to an integral multiple of the sample time period
(shift = _+.nT-).
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The decomposition appears as:

x[n] = J(t) sinc(t- nT)dt forn an integer (2)

where

x in ] = sequence of numbers representing sample amplitudes at each instant of
time, for linear-spaced samples

n = sample count
s_(t) = continuous-time function to be sampled
T = sampling period (= 1/)'s)
fs = sampling frequency in Hz.

Note that this decomposition works because the sinc function forms an orthogonal system for
unit shifts:

sinc(t- j)sinc(t - k)dt = for j_ k

where
j, k = integers.

This 'alternate view of the sampling operation can be thought of as a combined operation that
includes the low-pass filtering and sampling in one operation. As will be shown in the next
section, the decomposition operation of Eq. (2) is the inverse of the reconstruction operation Eq.
(4).

2.1.3. Reconstruction of a Linear-Spaced Signal from Its Samples
Fig. 8 shows the internal details of the ideal discrete-time to continuous-time D/C conversion

block of Fig. 6. The sequence of sample numbers are first converted to a sequence of impulses at
the sample rate, and then passed through an ideal reconstruction filter, which is identical to the
perfect brick-wall low-pass filter of Fig. 7. This reconstruction filter has the exact same frequency
response and impulse response as that shown for the antialias filter &Fig. 7.

The reconstruction process for a linear~spaced sample sequence may be written as:

+CO

x_(t) = ]_x[n] sine[(t -nT)/T] (4)
ti= -_

where

x r(t) = reconstructed continuous-time signal

x in ] = sequence of numbers representing sample amplitudes at each instant of
time, for linear-spaced samples

n = sample count integer
T = sampling period (=//./s)
fs = sampling frequency in Hz.
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This is recognized as the inverse process of the decomposition process described earlier in
Eq. (2). The sampling process of Eq. (2) decomposes the continuous-time input into a discrete-
time signal which is a series of weights or samples of the shifted sinc functions. The reconstruction
process of Eq. (4) multiplies the weights or samples by each of the individual shifted sine
functions and sums each product to reconstruct the continuous-time output.

In this situation, the sinc function acts as a sampling or interpolating function that serves to
fill in the data between the samples. A sample or interpolation function by definition is unity at the
sample time and zero at all other sample times [9, p. 98 in chapter on "Polynomial Splines and
Wavelets- A Signal Processing Perspective," by M. Unser, A. Aldroubi, an excellent book!].

2.1.4. Efficient Sample Functions: The Cardinal Cubic. Spline
Interpolator and Hannsinc Interpolator Functions

For practical numerical computations, the use of the sine function as a sample or interpolation
function is quite inefficient. The sinc function decreases very slowly on either side of its peak. It
takes over ten thousand zero crossings to decay 90 dB! In addition, there is no efficient way to
compute its values quickly. Furthermore, the sinc function is not bounded in time, it continues for
ever. Mathematicians describe this characteristic as not having "compact support."

Two other functions may be used for practical interpolation: a cubic-spline based interpolator
function, and the Hannsinc which is a Hann-windowed sinc function. The first function rolls off
much faster than the sine, but is not bounded, while the second also rolls off much faster and is
bounded.

Note that neither of these two functions are orthogonal in the sense of Eq. (3), however, they
are near orthogonal because their product rapidly goes to zero as they are shifted farther and farther
apart. They both may be used for decomposition and reconstruction operations instead of the sine
function in Eqs. (2) and (4).

The Cardinal Cubic-$pline Interpolator Function

A much more efficient sample function is the cardinal cubic-spline interpolator q3 (x)
described later in Appendix 2 [9, pp. 95-97]. This function looks superficially like a sine function
but decays much more rapidly. It only takes about nine zero crossings to decay below 90 dB, and
is quite efficient for machine computation because it is based on simple spline polynomials 110].A
bounded (truncated after 9 zero crossings, total width 18) version of this function was used to
make most of the decompositions and reconstructions in this paper.

The HannMnc Interpolator Function
If a Hann or cosine-squared window is applied to the sinc function, the Hannsine

interpolation function results. The width of the Harm window can be independently set to govern
the support range of the Hannsinc. The Hannsinc function appears as

{![Hannsinc (x, W) 1 + cos sine (x) for - W < x _<W= 2 2 (5)

otherwise

where

W = width or support range of Hannsinc, W = 2, 4, 6.... even integers.

Effectively, a width of six or eight works well for the Hannsinc interpolator. Most of the
visual reconstructions in this paper shown on graphs were done using the Hannsinc or the Log-
warped version of the Hannsinc called the LogHannsinc (described later).
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Fig. 9 shows comparisons of these three interpolator functions plotted with both linear and
log vertical scales. The interpolation and sampling properties of the sine, cardinal cubic-spline, and
Hannsinc interpolators stems from the fact that they are precisely equal to unity at the origin and
that they vanish at all other integer values.

2.2. Log-Spaced Sampling in Time: A New Theory

The previous linear-spaced sampling described in section 2.1 makes no assumptions about
the continuous-time signal to be sampled other than it will be explicitly low-pass filtered to one half
the sample frequency by the process of sampling and reconstruction. The signal to be sampled may
exist over any time and may have short-term spectral components of any frequency which may
exist at any time period.

In contrast, if the input signal is a typical real-world impulse response, the signal is restricted
in several ways:

Firstly, the impulse response is assumed to be causal, which means the response exists only
for positive times (technically it will also exist at zero time, but for purposes of this analysis it is
assumed to exist only for positive times).

Secondly, the impulse response is assumed to be stable and of finite energy, which means
the response decays to zero as time goes to infinity.

Thirdly, the frequency content of the impulse is assumed to die out in a very prescribed
manner, i.e. the high frequencies decay faster than the low frequencies. This third restriction is
based on the condition that real-world systems are composed of multiple resonators all of which
have approximately the same Q or energy decay characteristics per cycle of decay. This means that
the response can be thought of as having a constant-Q decay behavior. For the same Q and decay
threshold, a high-frequency resonator decays faster than a low-frequency resonator.

If the high-frequency content of an impulse response dies out sooner than the low-frequency
content, it is logical to sample the response at a higher rate at short times and less often at longer
times. A sample rate which starts at a high initial rate and then falls inversely with time, fits this
requirement. This will be shown as follows.

2.2.1. Log-Spaced Sample Times
This section develops a set of relationships that describe log-spaced sampling in the time

domain.

Assume a sequence of samples whose sample times form a geometric sequence with a
constant ratio R between one sample and the next (R >1). In general, this log-spaced sample
sequence is infinite in extent ranging from (but not including) zero and going to infinity, and is by
definition, not periodic. However, in this paper only finite sequences are considered, which start at
some initial time train, where tmln > 0, and end at truax, where trnax > tmi". A sample at zero time
(t = 0) is specifically prohibited.

For a geometric sequence of sample times, a recursion relation may be written relating one
sample time to the previous sample time:

t.+l = Rt. (6)

where

tn = sample time at point n

R = multiplier or ratio relating one sample time to the previous sample time
(a real number > 1)

n = sample count, = 0, 1, 2,... K
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FXl.(6) may be written in a form that relates a particular sample time to the initial sample time,
the sample count, and the multiplier:

tn = tminRn for n = 0, 1, 2.... K (7)

where

tmin = initial sample time (time of first sample, and also is the minimum sample
time)

K = last count number (--/VT-1)
Nx = total number of samples (=K+I).

Eqs. (6) and (7) describe a sampling process where the samples are not gathered at equal
increments of time, but are gathered at intervals of time that increase at a constant percentage rate
from one sample to the next. For example: assuming an initial sample time of 100 us and a
multiplier of 1.1, the successive sample times are: 100, 110, 121, 133.1,146.41,161.051, etc.

Because this sampling process has a sampling period that changes over the elapsed time of
the data gathering, the characteristics of the process are best described by a sample density per
percentage range of time, i.e., 200 points per decade, or 3 points per octave, etc. Towards this
end, Eq. (7) may be written in several exponential forms based on different number bases, i.e.,
base e, base 2, and base 10:

t n = tminR n

II} ' '

= tmin¢ = tmin2'_2 = train10t% (8)

where

N e = number points per · (ratio of ¢1 = 2.7183..)
N 2 = number points per octave (ratio 2)
N 10 = number points per decade (ratio 10).

With n=/_ the time of the last sample is given by

t K-- truax = tminR K
K K K

= t NB -- N2 tm/inl0 N10mine -- tmin2 = (9)

The multiplier R can be written in terms of each of the number-points-per constants:

I 1 1

R = ¢iV, = 2_2 = 10NlO. (10)
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A total time span ratio RT can be defined, which isjust the ratio between the end time and the
start time:

RT _/:max = RK
tmin

K K K

= e N' = 2 t°2 = 10 s_° (11)

The total number of points N T call be written in a number of ways that depend on the ratios
and number-points-per values:

Ny K+I l°g(Ry)= - +l
log(R)

= N log.(Rv) + I = N 2 log2(R,) + 1 = Nlologlo(RT) + 1 (12)

The last forms of this equation show that the total number of points just depends on the
sample density multiplied by the log of the total time span ratio plus one. This is recognized as
being just the number points per decade multiplied by the time span in decades plus one, and
similarly for other number systems.

All the equations for time-domain sampling are shown in one location in Table 1.

2.2.2. Log. Spaced Sample Rate

The effective instantaneous sample rate is, in samples per second, at each sample time (Eqs.
(7) or (8)) can be derived by computing the reciprocal of the forward running time difference
between each sample time and the next:

l I 1
JSn -- -- -- -- -- --

At. t.+_-t. Rt_-t.
1

(R - 1)t, for n = 0, 1, 2 .... K (13)

F.q. (13) may be converted to a form which approximately yields the sample rate as a function
of continuous time with the substitution oft n = t:

1

jS(t) _ 1 = (R-l'_ (14)
(R- l)t t

This form clearly illustrates that the sample rate falls inversely with time. It also shows that
the smaller the ratio between one sample time and the next, the higher the sample rate at a specific
time.
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Eq. (13) may in turn be combined with Eq. (7) to yield the sample rate as a function of n:

1
./s, = for n = 0, 1, 2 .... K. (15)

( R - 1)tminR n

The initial or maximum sample frequency is just Fxls. (13) or (15) evaluated at n = 0:

1 1

Js0 TMfSmax (a - 1)tminR 0 (R - 1)tmi" (16)

Eqs. (15) and (16) may be combined to yield an alternate expression for the instantaneous
sample frequency:

fSmax _ - n
- .[SmaxR lorn = 0, 1, 2.... K. (17)Js. R"

All these equations, especially Eqs. (13), (14), and (17) dearly show that the effective
sample rate decreases inversely with time, starting at a maximum at tmin, and falling thereafter to a

minimum at trnax .

The ending or minimum sample rate is Ecl. (17) evaluated at n = K:

· fSmax

JSL =./Stain = R K ''_./smax R-K' (18)

The sample rate may also be expressed in terms of the number-points-per constants:

J_Sn = JSmax R-n

=./s ..... e- = fSmax2 =.Is .... 10 forn =0, 1,2 .... K. (19)

All these equations for log-sampling sample rate are shown in Table 2.

2.2.3. Log-Spaced Sampling Mechanics
For log sampling, the ideal C/D sampling operation of Fig. 7 can be thought of as an anti-

aliasing filter whose comer frequency decreases inversely with time, followed by an impulse train
modulator whose impulses occur at log times given by Eq. (7). The corner frequency of the anti-
aliasing filter follows the sampling frequency, but at a fractional value assumed to be in the range
of one-half (x0.5 = 1/2) to two fifths (x0.4 = 1/2.5), to minimize aliasing.

Rather than attempting to detail the mechanics of the log-spaced sampling process as
described in the previous paragraph, I prefer to describe the log-spaced sampling process in an
alternate manner which parallels the linear-spaced decomposition process described earlier in Eq.
(2). This is done by defining a sampling function that is log warped, so that it operates in log time
the same as the conventional sampling function operates in linear time. If the log-warped sample
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function is viewed on a log-time axis, it looks identical to the non-warped sampling function
viewed on a linear-time axis.

A sampling function may be defined in log time by applying the following transformation of
the time variable:

t' = N_ logx ( t / t, ) (20)

where

t' = log time variable
t ---linear time independent variable
tc = center time of transformation (time in log scale that corresponds to zero

time in linear time scale)
x ---number base designator, i.e., x = e, 2, 10 etc.

This transformation maps the positive linear t axis (0 > t > +oo) onto the whole log

t' axis (_oo> t' > + oo),with times greater than tc mapped to the positive t' axis and times less

than tc mapped to the negative t' axis. This transformation effectively expands the time axis for
short times, and compresses the time axis for long times.

2.2.4. The Logsinc Sampling Function
An ideal sampling function for the log-time domain may be developed by applying the log

transformation of Eq. (20) to the sine function of Eq. (1), which is the ideal sampling function in
the linear-time domain:

where

tc =center time (time at which logsinc amplitude is unity)

N x = number points per percentage x time (either ¢ range, x = e; octave, x = 2;
or decade, x = 10).

The logsinc function is unity at t = tc and has zero crossings at every percentage multiple

t¢ tc ,t--_,Rt¢,R2tc,R3t¢ .... etc., and only exists for t >
above and below t c, i.e., . . . R3 ,R2 R
0. The logsinc acts as an interpolation function which is specifically designed to interpolate a
sequence of samples whose sample times are arranged in a geometric sequence.

The logsinc function is shown in Fig. 10, assuming a sample density of one point per octave
(multiplier R = 2), a center time of one second, and is plotted on both linear and log time axis.
Note that when viewed on a log time scale, Figs. 10(b) and (c), the togsinc function looks exactly
the same as a sinc function viewed on a linear time scale. When the logsine is viewed on a linear
time scale, Fig. 10(a), its oscillatory die down on either side of its maximum, are compressed as
time decreases, and expanded as time increases, with its zero crossings exactly coinciding with the
log-spaced sample points. Fig. 10(c) clearly shows that the zero crossings of the one-point-per-
octave logsinc occur at multiples of two. Note that the logsinc is inherentlycausal because it does
not exist below zero time.
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Note that other log-warped sampling functions can be created using the cardinal cubic-spline
function and Hannsinc functions of Sections 2.1.4. The log-warped Hannsinc function is called
the LogHannsinc.

Shifting the logsinc up and down in log time simultaneously changes its width and its center
time to, but not the sample density. Shifting the logsinc up in time increases its width and vice
versa. Figs. 1l(a) to (c) illustrates this behavior with a one-point-per-octave width-six
LogHannsinc with several different values of center time, all plotted on log time scales.

Changes in sample density effect the width of the logsinc but not its center time. Figs. 12(a)
to (c) illustrates this behavior with several LogHannsincs of different sample densities with the
same center time, all plotted on log time scales.

2.2.5. Logsinc Frequency Spectrum
The logsinc's frequency spectrum is low-pass, but is not a brickwall function because its

frequency content is spread out due to the log warping. Figs. Il(d) to (f) show the frequency
spectrums of the LogHannsincs shown in Figs. 1 l(a) to (c), all plotted on log frequency scales.
Note that shifting the logsinc (or LogHannsinc) up in log time by a certain ratio (towards larger log
time values), shifts the spectrum down in log frequency by the same ratio, and vice versa.

Figs. 12(d) to (f) show spectrums of the LogHannsincs illustrated in Figs. 12(a) to (c),
where the sample density is changed without changing the center time. Note that increasing the
sample density sharpens the cutoff of the low-pass spectrum and shifts the corner higher in
frequency.

2.2.6. Decomposition into Shifted Logsinc Functions
Mirroring the linear decomposition process described in Section 2.1.2 F.q. (2), the input

continuous-time signal can be effectively sampled at log-spaced intervals by decomposing it into a
series of shifted logsinc functions as follows:

_o_J(t) logsmc(t,tmi,R ,N x n = 0, 1, 2, (22)x[n]= ' ")dr ..
where

x [rtl = sequence of numbers representing sample amplitudes at each instant of
time (for log-spaced samples)

j (t) = continuous-time function to be sampled

train = initial time (time of first sample)
R = multiplier relating one sample time to the previous sample time

(areal number > 1)
N_ = number points per percentage x time (either ¢ range, x = e; octave, x = 2;

1
or decade, x = 10; N x TM --).

logx(R)

The decomposition process given by Eq. (22) combines in one operation the variable-
frequency low-pass filtering, and sampling at log-spaced time intervals described in the first
paragraph of Section 2.2.3.

Interestingly, the logsinc function, is not orthogonal on a linear time scale for constant
percentage shifts (as determined by numerical integration). However, when the orthogonality is
evaluated on a log-time scale, it obviously is orthogonal. I do not know what impact this has on the
decomposition-reconstruction process for log-spaced samples. However, the process appears to
work quite well as determined by numerical computer model.
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2.2.7. Reconstruction of a Log-Spaced Signal from Its Samples
The reconstruction of a signal from its log-spaced samples essentially follows the same

procedure as described for linear-spaced samples, Sect. 2.1.3, except that the impulse response of
the ideal reconstruction filter is a logsinc function rather than a sine function.

The reconstruction process for a log-spaced sample sequence may be written as:

x_(t)=._x[n] logsinc(t,tminR",Nx) n= 0, 1,2.... (23)

where

x r(it) = reconstructed continuous-time signal

x[n] = sequence of numbers representing sample amplitudes at each instant of
time (for log-spaced samples)

tmin =initial time (time of first sample)
R = multiplier relating one sample time to the previous sample time

(areal number > 1)
N x = number points per percentage x time (either e range, x = e; octave, x = 2;

1
or decade, x = 10; N_ TM _).

log_ (R)
Paralleling the linear situation, the reconstruction process of Eq. (23) is the inverse of the

decomposition process described in Eq. (22). The sampling process of ECl.(22) decomposes the
continuous-time input into a discrete-time signal which is a series of weights or samples of the
shifted logsinc functions. The reconstruction process of Eq. (23) multiplies the weights or samples
by each of the individual shifted logsinc functions and sums each product to reconstruct the
continuous-time output.

2.2.8. Required Sample Density Versus Resonator O and Decay
Threshold

The most significant descriptor for conventional linear-spaced or equal-spaced sampling is
the sample frequency3's, in samples per second (or equivalently the sample period T (= 16rs)).
Because the sampli.ng frequency for log-spaced sampling changes over the elapsed time of the
sampling process, the characteristics of the process are best described by a sample density per
percentage range of time, i.e., 200 points per decade, or 3 points per octave, etc.

Inherent in the log-spaced sample process is fact that a specific frequency in a time signal is
only sampled for a specific length of time, not over the whole signal's length. This means that in
order to specify the log-spaced sample density, something must be known about how long a
specific frequency in an impulse response takes to decay. This information is best determined from
the decay characteristics of the resonators that make up the system that generates the impulse
response. These decay characteristics are set by the resonator's center fi'equency, and Q. These
parameters completely specify the decay rate of the resonator's impulse response, which is
primarily composed of a ring down at the resonator's center frequency.
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It can be shown that the time it takes for a second-order resonator to ring down to a specific
threshold is given by (Appendix 1.):

Ia = Las ---Q_ L_ .--Q (24)
20rtl°glo(e) Jo 27.3 fo

where

Jra = ring-down or decay time of resonator, i.e., the time it takes the resonator
to ring down from its maximum level, down to the threshold specified by
Las

Las = threshold level in dB, defines cutoff point below which the resonator's
decay is not significant

Jo = center or remnant frequency of resonator in Hz

Q = resonator's energy-loss figure of merit.

For a specific Q, this equation shows that a resonator's ting-down depends inversely on its
center frequency, i.e., a high-frequency resonator's impulse response decays much quicker than a
low-frequency resonator.

Eq. (24) can be solved for the resonator's center frequency yielding

L,_ t2 (25)
J0 = 20x loglo(e) ira

This equation shows how the resonator's center freqnency depends on the ring-down time
and the Q of the resonator. Short ring-down times are associated with high center frequencies, and
long ting-downs with low frequencies, etc.

In order to sample a specific ring-down decay, it must be aecurately sampled out to the time
where its level drops below the threshold level, In other words, the sampling frequency must be
high enough so that the whole ting-down is captured accurately out to its decaytime, which is
given by Ecl. (24).

To properly digitize a sinusoidal time signal, it must be sampled at a rate at least twice as high
as the frequency of the sinewave it contains. To be somewhat conservative, in this paper I will
assume that the sample rate must be at least two and a half times (2.5) the highest frequency
contained in the signal.

An expression relating the sample density (or equivalently the sample time multiplier) to the
resonator's Q, can bedeveloped by relating the expression for instantaneous sample frequency,
Eq. (13), to the resonator's decay frequency, Eq. (25). The sampling ratio R (or equivalently the
sample density) is chosen to make the instantaneous sample rate 2.5 times the resonator's center

frequency at a time equal to its decay time, i.e., wewant .[sa -- 2'5J0 at time Td.This is be done
as follows:

1 = 2.5)'o = 2.5L_ Q (26)
]s_ = (R- 1)t-----_ 20_t logl0(e) ' _ra
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Of course, the sample time t_ and the decay time 2'_ are equal, and thus can be canceled,
yielding:

1 = 2.5L_ · Q (27)
(R- 1) 20xlogl0(e)

This may in mm be solved for the multiplier ratio R giving:

R- 8x loglo(e) t-1

10.92
+1

LaaQ (28)

Eq. (28) shows that the higher the _ the smaller the ratio R, and hence the higher the sample
density required. Using the relations of Eq. (10), this expression may in turn be converted to a
form containing the desired sample densities:

1
= (29)

N_ l°g_(8xl°gl°(e)[,L,tBf2 + t 1

where
x = number base designator_ i.e., x = e, 2, 10etc.

This expression directly relates the requixed sample density tothe 12of the resonant system
and the decay threshold.

For example, assuming a base l0 system and a decay threshold of 60 dB,Fxl. (29) simplifies
to:

1
N1 o _ (30)

For example, using this relationship, the impulse response of a system containing resonators
whose individual Q's are no more than 20, can be accurately log sampled with a sample density of
only 255 time points per decade. This means that the impulse response of a very-wide bandwidth
four-decade system containing resonators at both 2 Hz and 20 kHz, could be accurately sampled
withonlyroughly1020points(4x255).

Fig. 13 shows plots of Ecl. (29) giving the required sample density, in points per decade,
versus _ for various decay thresholds.
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2.2.9. Decomposition and Reconstruction Using Differenced
Logsincs

An alternate to log-spaced decomposition and reconstruction using shifted logsincs,
described in Sections. 2.2.6 and 2.2.7, is an entirely equivalent procedure which uses differenced
logsincs. As shown in Sec. 2.2.5 the logsinc function's spectrum is low pass, which means it has
energy all the way down to DC. If the difference of two adjacent logsincs is formed however, the
function is essentially bandpass, which means it has relatively low DC content. Note that the
difference of two sines (not logsincs!) is exactly bandpass with no DC content. The process of log
warping distorts the differenced functions and adds some DC.

Rather than decompose the continuous-time signal in a series of weighted and shifted
logsincs, the signal is decomposed into a single low-frequency low-pass logsinc and a series of
higher-frequency differenced band-pass logsincs. Decomposition and reconstruction using
differenced logsincs has the advantage that there is a one to one correspondence between the
weight of a specific logsinc (or differenced logsinc) and the portion of the frequency spectrum it
influences. This may ease the design of equalizers using log-spaced convolvers, because each tap-
weight of the convolver effects only a specific portion of the frequency spectrum.

The relationship between the coefficients of the logsincs (just the log-spaced samples, x[n]
of Eq. (22)) and the new coefficients of the differenced logsincs is developed as follows (note that
the symbols used here are different from those used elsewhere in this paper to clarify the
development). Assume a series of coefficients an for standard logsinc expansion, and a series of

coefficients d n of the alternate expansion using differenced logsincs.
The standard reconstruction in a series of shifted logsincs appears in simplified form as

follows (refer to Ecl. (23) but assume a finite set of coefficients):

K

n=O

= aoSo +alSl +a2Ss +. · .+ aK-iSKq + agSK (31)

where

x r(t) = reconstructed continuous-time signal

a, = log-spaced sample coefficients

S, = logsinc(t) of appropriate location and width.

Note that logsine So is the narrowest and hence covers the widest bandwidth, while logsinc

SK is the widest and covers only the low frequencies.
Now assume an equivalent reconstruction in terms of adjacent differenced Iogsincs:

K-I

xr(t) = ._ d.(Sn- S.+_)+d_SK

=do(S0-Sl)+dl(&-S2)+...+dK-,(SK-t-SK)+ dKSK (32)

Note that in this expansion, the last SK term is the low-pass logsinc covering the lowest

frequencies, while the remaining terms are all band-pass differenced logsincs with the (S o - Sl )
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differenced logsinc covering the highest frequency band, while the (S/t_ 1 - $K) differenced
logsinc covers the low-frequency band.

Fxt. (32) can in turn can be expanded,

= dos o -dos I + dis 1 ..,diS2 +. . .+dK_iSK_ l - dl__lSg + dltS K

and common terms collected,

=aoSo+(al- ao)&+(a2- aOs2+...+(a,,- a,,__)sK

and equated to the series of Eq. (31) to determine the relationship between the a n in terms of
thedn:

a o = d o

a_=d_-do
a 2 = d2 - d I

aK = dt_ -dK-l' (33)

Eqs. (33) can in turn be solved for the d n in terms of the a n:

do =ao

dj = ao + a l

d 2 =ao+a 1 +a 2

/{

dg = yah, etc.
n--'_ (34)

Fig. 14 shows illuslxations of the two different types of decomposition waveforms sets.

3. LOG SAMPLING IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

As pointed out earlier, most spectral and frequency response data is sampled at equal-spaced
intervals of frequency, although the data is most often viewed on a log frequency scale. This
section formalizes the log-sampling process in the frequency domain, and develops an appropriate
set of equations similar to the equations that describe log-sampling in time. Frequency-domain
decomposition and reconstruction operations are not developed because these operations are not
typically done on this type of data.
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Similar to the previous section that developed equations describing log-sampling in the time
domain, similar equations may be developed for log-sampling in the frequency domain. These
equations are shown in Table 3.

Note that some of the variables used for time sampling have been used also for frequency
sampling, i.e., ri,K, NT,R,R T, N_, N2, and N 3.This has been done to emphasize the parallel
structure of the equations. Note that these variables need not be the same between log-time and log-
frequency, because they can be chosen somewhat independently in the two domains. For example,
the total number of points N T can be different between time and frequency. Yon may wantonly 10
log-spaced points in the time domain, but 100 log-spaced points in frequency to yield higher
frequency resolution. The sample densities N_ ,N2, or/¥ 3 may be different as well, etc.

4. RELATE TIME AND FREQUENCY FOR LOG SAMPLING

In this section, the relationships developed for log-sampling in time and frequency (Tables 1
and 3), are tied together. This is done by knowing that the initial sample rate _$max' the maximum

frequency Jmax,and the minimum sample time tmin are directly related.
First, several relationships are developed for the maximum and minimum frequencies and

times, and for the required total number of points, in terms of the resonator characteristics.
Second, two calculation procedures are developed which are based on two different sets of

target parameters. The procedures start with the desired target requirements, which include the start
and stop frequencies afmi. and afmax,the desired decay threshold Ldo, and the resonator O or the

total number of sample points N T. The procedures then calculate the rest of the frequency and time
parameters. Note that it is quite common to describe a system in the frequency domain rather than
the time domain.

4.1. Development of Design Procedures

Three major assumptions are made to develop these procedures:
1. the sample rate is two and a half times the maximum frequency (JSmax = 2'5_max)'

2. the time span and the frequency span are equal, RT = j .... /Jmin -= tmax/train, and

3. the time and frequency sample densities are equal, N x = NxTime = NxFreq, or

equivalently R = RTim¢= RF_.
Assumptions 2 and 3 simplify the procedures.
Eq. (16) relates the initial (or maximum) sample rate to the starting (or minimum) sample

time. From this relationship, the ending (or maximum) frequency in the frequency domain may be
calculated as follows:

J$max = 0.4J_Sma x = 0.4
Jmax = 2.5 (R - l)tmi n ' (35)
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This mayin turnbe solved for the start time tmin, and expandedknowing the ratio R from
Eq. (28):

0.4
tmi n =

(R-1)L=x

0.4 0.4 · LdBg

8rr loglo(e) f 8x loglo(e) Jmax

L'-_- ....

0.037LdB_2
_max (36)

Thestoptime trnax mayin turnbe derived:

truax= RTtmin= ( )Jmax _nin- 0.4 LdS_ (37)
' [.J-_i,) 8Ir log,0(e) fmin

Note that by specifying the start frequency _min, you are explicitly setting the ending sample
timetmax. This means that the samplingprocesscontinues longenough sothat a resonatorthat
ringsdownat lowest frequencyJmin, with the specified2, willbe properly sampledall the way
to the time the decay falls below LiB. Note also, that specifying the stop frequency Jmax,

explicitlysetsthe initialsamplingrateJ$ max'andhencethe starttime t min.

ThelastcountKand totalpointsN T (= K + 1) arecalculatedas followsfromEq. (11):

[!Og o(Jmax)]
K = RoundUp/7----7_. _:/= RoundUp , (38)

I lOglo[_) 1

[oo/ :l1Nv = K + 1 -- RoundUp logto (R) + 1 . (39)
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The RoundUp [ ] operation rounds the result to the next highest integer. This may be in
turn be expanded knowing the ratio R from Eq. (20):

N T = RoundUp{ /,, _ . _ + 1 , (n0)

log m i°--gl °tej 1/
L [ LdBI_ I'

which is the desired result. Note that the number of points rises in proportion to the log of the
frequency span Jmax/fmin (or equivalently the time span), rather than to the span itself. This fact
is the main contributor to the high efficiency of operations using log-spaced sampling, because the
number of sample points required are very low as compared to equal-spaced sampling.

The complete procedures are shown in Table 4. To simplify the procedures, the calculation
sequences appear in chain form where calculated values are used in later calculations. This is in
contrast to the equations developed in this section, which are completely expanded.

4.2. Example Calculations

Two example designs are considered using the two developed procedures.

4.2.1. Example 1: Specify Q, Start-Stop Frequencies, and Threshold
Assume you want to capture the impulse response of a band-pass system which covers a

frequency range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, containing resonators having a maximum Q of 20, and
requiring energy decays to be accurately preserved over a 90 dB dynamic range. Also assume the
system's frequency response, including skirts, exists mainly in the 10 Hz to 24 kHz range (the
response is down 90 dB or greater out of this range).

Therefore:

./mi, = 10 Hz, fmaz = 24 kHz, 12= 20, and LaB= 90 dB.

According to procedure 1, the following parameters result:
R _ 1.00606389 N, ,, 165.36 points per e

RT = 2400 to I N e _,114.65 points per octave

K = 1287 Nlo n 380.87 points per decade

N T = 1288 points fSmax = 60 kHz

tmi n m 2.74851 ms JSmi, = 25 Hz
trnax _ 6.59642 s 164.91

Is(t) _ --
t

Note how relatively far from zero the first time sample tmi. is (2.74851 ms!). The main
concern here is that the first portion of the impulse response would not be properly sampled. Eq.
(22c) shows that the initial time rises in direct proportion to L_ and Q (which are both relatively

high), and inversely with Jmax' With a fixed L_ and 12, the only way to decrease tmin is to

increase the initial sampling rate and hence Jma_- The high start time may not be a problem if you
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assume that the impulse response of most real (bandpass) systems takes time to develop due to
inherent delays in the system.

Note also that even though the last log sample is at trnax , the reconstructed impulse response

will extend significantly farther than truax, depending on the chosen interpolator.

4.2.2. Example 2: Specify Number Of Points , Start. Stop
Frequencies, and Threshold

Assume you want to develop the parameters for a one-third-octave convolver operating over
20 Hz to 20 kHz, with a dynamic range of 60 dB. One-third-octave bands require 10 points per
decade or 31 points (including end points) for the three decade range.

Therefore:

fmin = 20 Hz, fmax = 20 kHz, N T = 31, and Lcm= 60 dB.

According to procedure 2, the following parameters result:
K = 30 N e _ 4.34 points per e

RT = 1000 to 1 N 2 = 3.01 points per octave

R _ 1.25892541 NI o = I0 points per decade

Q = 0.70258393 fSmax = 50 kHz
tmin _ 77.242 US

truax n, 77.242 ms JSmin = 50 Hz
3.862

J_(t) _ --
t

With much fewer sample points, note how much smaller both minimum and maximum
. _ ¥3sample times are. Also note that the ratio R is approximately one-third-octave ( 2 ) as ir'should

be, but that the Q is much to small for a one-third-octave response (requires a

Q = 1/(2 ¥6 _ 2- V6) = 4.3). Be aware that I have not shown that a one-third-octave equalizer
response can be implemented with only 31 taps! More experiments are required! See Section 8.2.2
later.

5. LOG-SPACED FOURIER TRANSFORM

In this section a general method is developed to directly convert back and forth from a log-
spaced sample sequence in the time domain, to a log-spaced sequence in the frequency domain.
The method is based on approximating the discrete-time log-spaeed sequence's continuous-
frequency Fourier transform, which is then sampled at log-spaced intervals. The Fourier
approximation is calculated by first interpolating the sequence, and then forming the transform in
the opposite domain by summing the individual spectrums of each interpolator. The method is not
based on any variation of the conventional equal-spaced-sample DFr or FFT techniques.
Conventional DEl' or FFT techniques can't easily be applied to log-spaced sampled sequences
because the sequences aren't periodic, and the effective sample rate changes over the sequence
length.

The method used to approximate Fourier transforms using interpolator speetrums, is detailed
in [11, Schoenberg Lecture 10Applications: 1.Approximations of Fourier Transforms, p. 1091.
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The procedure to calculate the log-spaced values in one domain directly from log-spaced
values in the other domain is outlined as follows:

1.Choose an appropriate interpolator for the log sequence.
The interpolator could be either the logsinc function Eq. (15), the more-efficient

cubic-spline interpolator function described in Appendix 2, or the.Harms!nc in.terpo,lator of
Eq. (4b). The sequence itself is either a real causal sequence m the time aomam, or a
complex sequence in the fmluency domain (the real and imaginary parts of the frequency
spectrum are usually interpolated separately).

2. For the chosen interpolator, calculate appropriate log-spaced data in the opposite domain.
This data is either a complex spec_m for the impulse response interpolator, or the

impulse response for the complex frequency response interpolator. Note that these values
need only to be calculated once for a specific (or reference) location of the interpolator on
either the frequency or time axis. The data for other frequency or time locations is simply
the reference-location interpolator data shifted up and down on the appropriate log scale.
The real and causal nature of the impulse response is taken advantage of when working
with data in the frequency domain, i.e., the real part of the interpolator spectrum must be
even, and the imaginary part of the spectrum must be odd, and furthermore the real and
imaginary parts are related by the Hilbert transform [1, p. 664]. . .

3. Calculate log-spaced Fourier data in the opposite domain for the interpolateO sequence.
This is done by summing the individual spectral (forward). or time (reverse)

contributions of each interpolator associated with each point in the original sequence.
The forward Fourier operation of step three is:

f ]K

g

ra_O
K

--y
(41)

where

X[ n] -- sequenceof complax numbersrepresentingsampleamplitudesof
spectrum at log-spaced intervals of frequency

x[m] = sequence of numbers representing sample amplitudes at log-
spaced intervals of time
= denotes the forward Fourier transform operator

lp (t,t c,N x) = an interpolation function defined for a log-spaced time sequence

located at time tc and having width N x (a function continuous in
ar.e)

(Off,re ,Nx ) = spectrum of inte_po_n function lp which is located at ,me t¢

and having width N x (a function continuous in frequency)
R = ratio relating one sample time to the previous sample time in a log-

spaced time sequence (a real number > 1)
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P =ratio relating one sample frequency to the previous sample
frequency in a log-spaced frequency sequence (a real number > 1).

The final form of this equation clearly shows that the sequence's spectrum is formed by
summing the spectrums of each of the individual interpolators. Note again that samples of the
interpolator spectrum are only required at a finite set of log-spaced frequencies. These samples may
be pre computed and then tabled for future use. Note also that these samples need only be
computed once for one reference center time. Other lng-spaced sampled specUums, for other center
times, are trivially generated by just shifting the samples in the reference spectrum sequence up and
down in log frequency.

The development of a detailed equation for the inverse Fourier calculation corresponding to
step three is straight forward, but is not shown here.

6. STORAGE AND CALCULATION EFFICIENCY

The efficiency of log-spaced sampling results directly from the dramatic reduction of sample
points, as compared to conventional equal-spaced sampling. This reduction means less memory
requirements, reduced processing time, and lower transmission time and/or bandwidth.

6.1. Storage and Transmission Efficiency
A measure of the efficiency of log sampling may be calculated by comparing the required

number of sample points for conventional uniform-spaced sampling to the required number of
points for log-spaced sampling.

In conventional uniform-spaced sampling, the required number of sample points rises in
direct proportion to the sample rate and the total sampling duration, as shown in the following:

NT!in = J,$Z d = 2.Sjm_T_ (42)

where

N?lln = total number of linear-spaced sample points

J$ = sample rate in samples per second

Jinx = highest frequency existing in signal to be sampled

_ra = total sampling duration.

In contrast to linear-spaced sampling, the required number of sample points for lng-spaced
sampling rises in direct proportion to the/og of the sample time span and the sample density, as
shown in the following (assuming thatK >> 1):

l°g_°(RT) [ )
NXlog=K +I=K = log_o(R ) =N_ologlo(RT)=N_ologm tm_ 03)ktmi.J
where

N ] o = sample density in points per decade

NTtog = total number of lng-spaced sample points

RT = sample time span, (= tmax ]tmin )

tmin = starting sample time
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tmax = ending sample time
K = last count.

Assuming a maximum frequency of 20 kHz, a sampling duration of 10 s, the number of
points required for linear-spaced sampling is 2.5(20,000) 10 = 500,000 points. Assuming a sample
density of 100 points per decade (an approximate Q of 8 and a threshold of 60 dB), and a 1000 to
one time span, the number of points required for log-spaced sampling is 100log(1000) = 300
points. This represents a compression factor of about 500,000/300 _ 1,667 to t, a major reduction
in the amount of data that has to be stored, manipulated, or transferred!

6.2. Log-Spaced Fourier Transform Efficiency
In this section, the efficiency of the log-log Fourier transform (LLFT Section 5.) is compared

to the conventional discrete Fourier transform (DFT), and the fast Fourier transform (FFT). First
the efficiencies are compared by knowing the approximate number of operations that are required
for a specific number of data points. Secondly, the efficiencies are compared by identifying the
approximate number of operations that are required for a signal of specific length and specific
upper frequency limit.

It is well known that the DFr requires approximately 2N 2 operations to convert from one
domain to the other, where fi/is the number of data points. It is also well known that the FFT

requires about fi/log 2 (N) operations for the same number of data points. Analysis shows that

the LLFT presented here requires about the same number of operations as the DFT (2N2), but
with the added overhead of having to pre-compute and store the spectrum of the interpolator.
Compared this way, the LLFT comes out a poor third behind the DFT and FFT.

However, when the number of operations of the LLFT is calculated for a signal of specific
length and specific upper frequency limit, the conversion efficiency of the LLFT is quite high as
compared to the DFT and FFT. This is because the LLFT manipulates considerably less data. This
is shown by calculating the approximate number of operations O(fi/) required for each method
using the relations of Eqs. (42) and (43):

For the Db-T:

O(N)Dvz= 2N 2 = 2NTlin2

= 2(2.5jm.xTa)2

= 12'5jmax2Ta 2 (44)

For the FFT:

O(N)vm = N log2(N) = NTlinlOg2(NTlin)

= 2'5Jm.xTa l°g2 (2'5Jma,,Ta) (45)

For the LLFF:

O(N)u.v. r = 2N 2 _-2NTlo2 = 2[Nlolog,o(RT)] 2

2 2
= 2NI0 [iogl0(RT)] (46)
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Using the same example numbers from before, which assumes a maximum frequency of 20

kHz, and a sampling duration of 10 s, the DFT requires about (2(500,000) 2 _ 5x1011) 500

billion operations!, and the FFT requires about (500,000log 2 (500,000) = 9.5x106) 9.5 million
operations. Assuming a sample density of 100 points per decade, and a 1000 to one time span, the

LLFT requires about (2(300) 2 _ 1.8x105) 180 thousand operations. These numbers yield a
compression factor of about 2,800,000 to 1 comparing the DFT to the LLFT, and 52.8 to 1
comparing the FFT to the LLFT! Both are substantial reductions in the required number of
operations!

Comparing the number of operations of the FFT to the LI__ yields a crossover point, below
which the LLFT is more efficient. An equation for the crossover point may be derived by equating
the number of operations required by each method but using different counts:

O(M)LLFT -- O(N)FF T

2M 2 = N log2(N)

M = _NI°_ (N) (47)

For the previous example, the LLFT is only more efficient than the FFT if the LLFT requires

_500k l°g2 (500k) 2,176) '
less than about 2176 points in the transform (M = --

7. APPLICATION EXAMPLES: LOG DECOMPOSITION AND
RECONSTRUCTION IN THE TIME DOMAIN

In this section, several examples of log-spaced decomposition and reconstruction are shown.
The decomposition and reconstruction follow the procedures of Sections 2.2.6 and 2.2.7 using
Eqs. (22) and (23), but use an interpolator which is a log-warped version of the cubic spline
interpolator of Section 2.1.4, rather than the logsinc.

Firstly, a sinewave of several frequencies is decomposed and reconstructed. Secondly, the
impulse response of a computer model is decomposed and reconstructed for several different log-
spaced sample densities. The model's frequency response is also shown for each situation. In all
situations, the reconstructed waveform is shown along with the original waveform.

7.1. Sinewave Decomposition and Reconstruction
Fig. 15 shows several log decomposition/reconstructions of sine waves of various

frequencies (100 Hz, 400 Hz, and 4 kHz), with a fixed sample density of 32.78 points per decade,
a starting sample rate of 50 kHz, with 90 log sample points total. This corresponds to a ratio R of
1.07276673, with a log start time of 274.85 us.

A width 18 log-warped cubic spline function (Fig. 9(b)) was used as the decomposition and
reconstruction interpolator. The sample density of 32.78 points per decade was computed by using
Eq. (29), assuming a 60 dB decay threshold and a Q of 2.5. Before decomposition and
reconstruction, the sine waves existed over the whole time axis.

Note that after the log decomposition/reconstruction operation, the lower frequencies extend
farther out in time than the high frequencies. The log decomposition and reconstruction process
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essentially forms a filter that attenuates frequencies after a specific time period elapses. The time
period is short for high-frequencies and long for Iow frequencies.

The filtering operation essentially allows only a constant number of cycles of the sinewave to
get through the filter, independent of the sine wave's frequency. The number of cycles may be
computed by multiplying the delay time 7',/ of Eq. (24) by the center frequency Jo. This results in
approximately 5.5 cycles in this situation, which is verified by the simulations.

Note that the log sampling essentially missed the first cycle of the 4 kHz sinewave (Fig.
15(a)) due to the fairly-high log start time.

7.2. System Impulse Response Decomposition and
Reconstruction

The impulse response of a model similar to the model described in Section 1.1 (the
frequency response was scaled up by about one-third octave) was log decomposed and
reconstructed for several different values of sample density. These graphs are shown in Fig. 16.
The original impulse waveform is shown plotted on a log time scale (Fig. 16(a) left graph), along
with the spectrum of the impulse response (the frequency response) also plotted on a log scale
(Fig. 16(a) fight graph). Thereafter each reconstruction is shown along with its spectrum for
comparison.

The original impulse response was sampled with 8192 equal-spaced points. As before, a
width-18 log-warped cubic spline function (Fig. 9(b)) was used as the decomposition and
reconstruction interpolator. Successive sample densities of 10, 25, 50, and 100 points per decade
were used. Total number of log sample points ranged over 30, 75, 150, and 300 points. Initial
sample rates were 19.3 kHz, 51.8 kHz, 106.1 kHz, and 214.7 kHz, respectively. The log sample
time range ran over 0.2 ms to 0.2 s for all simulations. Note that a sample density of 100 points
per decade was required to reconstruct the original data accurately (Fig. 16(e)).

Here, the time-domain log decomposition and reconstruction process essentially smoothes
the frequency response with a constant Q or equal percentage bandwidth filter. The smoothing
decreases with higher sampling densities. An essentially equivalent procedure using conventional
techniques would be to: 1) convert the equal-spaced sampled impulse response data to the
frequency domain using an FFT, 2) smooth the equal-spaced frequency data with a constant
percentage bandwidth filter, and 3) convert the data back to the time domain using the FFT.

8. APPLICATION: FIR CONVOLVERS

One very important application area of log sampling is in the design of FIR convolvers. As
pointed out before, DSP systems are often used to implement such common audio devices such as
filters, equalizers, crossovers, reverberators, room auralization processors, etc. Implementing
these devices are often complex because of the very-wide three~decade frequency range that audio
covers. Infinite impulse response IIR filter designs often have to use multi-rate techniques to get
around these problems, while FIR convolver designs have to be very long and store a lot of data to
accomplish the same processing.

In this section, log sampling is applied to the design of FIR convolvers. Log-sampling
techniques generate FIR filter structures that gracefully and naturally cover very wide frequency
ranges with very few taps. The emphasis here is on the design of continuous-time convolvers for
clarity. Extension to discrete-time designs is straight forward.
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8.1. General FIR Convolver Design

This section briefly describes conventional FIR convolvers based on equal-spaced sampling
techniques, and then develops and describes convolvers based on log-spaced sampling. The
analysis and development is based on representing the convolvers as continuous-time tapped-
delay-line filters rather than discrete-time FIR filters. Looking at the convolvers as tapped-delay-
line filters illustrates the design concepts in the most general manner.

8.1.1. Convolvers with Equal-Spaced Taps

Fig. 17 shows the block diagram of a conventional FIR filter/convolver, which is based on
equal-spaced sampling. The block diagram is depicted as a continuous-time tapped-delay-line filter
rather than a discrete-time FIR filter. Note that all the delay blocks provide the same time delay.
The output is a weighted sum of the individual outputs from each delay block. Note that even
though the convolver operates in continuous time, a brickwall low-pass reconstruction filter is still
required on the output of the system due to the discrete nature of the taps.

The output of this tapped-delay-line convolver appears as:

r(t)= hL?(t)*[,,__ ane(t- nT)l (48)

where

r (t) = response or output signal as a function of time
e (t) = excitation or input signal as a function of time

a, = coefficient at tap n
7 = delay time of each block in delay line

h/_p(t) = impulse response of low-pass reconstruction interpolation filter
* = denotes the operation of convolution in time

Eq. (48) may be rewritten to move the low-pass filter convolution operation inside the
summation so that it operates on each tap individually:

/{

r(t) = _' hce(t)* a,e(t- nT) (49)

Fig. 18 illustrates this entirely equivalent structure for the convolver of Fig. 17, which I will
call the cascade structure. Here, identical low-pass reconstruction filters are used on each tap of the
delay line. This structure, of course, is very inefficient because of the much greater number of low-
pass filters required. This form is presented however, because it will be shown that it is required
for the log-spaced convolver described in the next section. Note that it is possible to use a single
low-pass reconstruction filter in the equal-spaced sample convolver, only if all the delay blocks
provide the exact same delay. If the delays are different, separate low-pass filters must be used.

An alternate structure equivalent to Fig. 18 is shown in Fig. 19, which I call the parallel
structure. Here each channel is driven in parallel and has its own delay. No tapped delay line is
used. This is the most inefficient of all due to the duplication of both the filters and the time delay
blocks! However, this structure will be useful later for a variant of the log-spaced convolver.
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8.1.2. Convolvers with Logarithmic-Spaced Taps
Fig. 20 shows the cascade-structure log-spaced convotver. Note that this block diagram is

essentially the same as Fig. 18, but with the additional requirement that each low-pass filter is
distinct and matched to each specific tap. Additionally, each low-pass filter is more complex and
special in that it's impulse response is log-warped in time, and of the form of Ecl . (21). As is
shown in Section 2.2.4, the log warping is required in order to optimally interpolate between the
tog-spaced sequence of taps. As noted previously, it is not possible to implement the log-spaced
convolver with only one Iow-pass filter as in the form of block diagram of Fig. 17, because the tap
delays are different.

For practical purposes, each of the low-pass log reconstruction filters of Fig. 20 has a finite
impulse response and is implemented as a FIR filter. These filters are described by three
parameters: center timer c in seconds, sample density Nx in points per x (e, octave, decade, etc.),

and the time span ratio Ri7 which is the ratio between the start t_tart and end t_nd times of the filters

impulse response (Ri_ = tend ). The center time of the filter t¢ (= a]tStant_n_) must coincide with
t_t_n

the sample time of the tap it is connected to.
The start and end times of the fdter _s impulse response are:

= tc

tstan _, and

tend = tc _fR-FF· (50)

Note that even though the filters impulse response is supposed to start at ts_ n, the actual start

is at zero. This means that the filter must be delayed by time tatan so that the filters output will be
synchronized for proper reconstruction. This extra delay must be supplied by an additional delay
block which is supplied by the delay line. The following expression yields the time delay for each
delay block:

7-o mi. forn =0
:r = (51)

[_ro(R-1)R -l forn = 1 toK

where

Tn = time delay for block n

7'0 = delay of block 0 (first block)

frein = initial sample time (center time for first convolver reconstruction filter

R = multiplier or ratio relating one sample time to the previous sample time
n = sample count, = 0, 1,2 .... K

tend .

RF = time span ratio of the reconstruction filter impulse response (R F = t.-_ )

K = last sample count.

Note that when the log convolver of Fig. 20 is compared to the linear-spaced convolver of
Fig. 17, that much greater computational overhead is required at each tap of the log convolver.
This is a great disadvantage of the log structure, but remember the log convolver requires
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considerablyfewer taps than the conventional convolver. Only time will tell if the tap filters can be
efficiently implemented, and thus make the log structure more efficient than the conventional
structure.

Fig. 21 shows the parallel-structure log-spaced convolver. Note that this block diagram is
essentially the same as Fig. 19, but with the additional requirement that each low-pass filter is
distinct and matched to each specific channel. The delay of each block is given by

Tn = train 1 -- R for n ---0 to K. (52)

Note that in some cases the time delay ora specific block is a small fraction of the time width
of the reconstruction filter it is associated with. This means that the delay can logically be absorbed
into the FIR reconstruction filter block it is connected to. This simplifies the structure of the
convolver. Note that each resultant filter/delay block is scale invarlant when looked at with a scale
that varies as R".

Each of the log-spaced convolvers described in this section (and the next) can be designed
using the differenced form of the interpolator function as described in Section 2.2.9, instead of the
standard low-pass form.

8.1.3. Discrete-Time Multirate Log-Spaced Convolver
The structure of the continuous-time convolver of Fig. 21 suggests the discrete-time multirate

structure of Fig. 22(a). Each circle with an up arrow or down arrow indicates the operation of up
sampling and down sampling respectively, by the fractional amount R (which could be two for an
octave convolver). The down-sampler block has appropriate low-pass filtering that reduces the
upper-frequency limit of the data passing through it by the ratio R.

Parts such as the Analog Devices AD 1890 and AD1891 asynchronous sample rate converters
II21 may be used to implement the fractional sample rate conversion. In this situation, each F1R
filter/delay block is identical, the changing sample rate automatically scales the impulse response
up and down in time. The FIR filter/delay block's log-warped impulse response is critically
sampled at equal-spaced intervals and stored in the block (see Fig. 22(b)). The highest-frequency
highest-sample-rate channel is at the top, while the lowest-frequency lowest-sample-rate channel is
at the bottom. This form of convolver suggests one that is based on multi-rate wavelet techniques
[131, but is much simpler because the outputs of each channel are simply summed after appropriate
synchronous up sampling.

8.2. Impulse and Frequency Responses Generated by Log-
Spaced FIR Convolvers

In this section, two log convolvers of different lengths are analyzed to illustrate the variety of
impulse and frequency responses available. It is surprising how well log convolvers perform with
just a few number of taps. Both convolvers are assumed to operate over the standard audio range
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In every case, the tap coefficients are listed in both standard and differenced
form following the conversion equations listed in Section 2.2.9.

The steps involved in generating these responses are: 1) reconstruct a high-resolution impulse
response working directly from the log-based samples or coefficients using EcI. (17), but with a
log-warped cubic-spline interpolator rather than a logsinc, 2) plot this time response on log time
scales, 3) differentiate the impulse response with respect to linear time, 4) convert impulse
response to the frequency domain by conventional FFT or using the LLFT described in this paper,
5) plot magnitude of frequency response on log frequency scale.

The differentiation operation of step 3 is required to compensate for the lack of proper high-
low frequency weighting of the reconstruction process, i.e., because the decomposition-
reconstruction process uses constant amplitude interpolation functions whose energy is not
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constant with frequency (the long-time !ow-frequency interpolators have more energy than the
short-time high-frequency interpolators).

8.2.1. Ten Tap Octave Convolver
Figs. 23(a) to (k) shows various impulse and frequency responses for an octave ratio (R = 2)

convolver of 10 taps. It was designed assuming a convolver operating over 31.25 Hz to 16 kHz,
with a dynamic range of 60 dB. Octave bands require one point per octave or about 3.32 points per
decade or 10 points (including end points) for the stated range (512 to 1).

Therefore:

fmin = 31.25 Hz, fmax = 16 kHz, N T = 10, and L,_ = 60 dB.

According to procedure two of Table 4, the following parameters result:
K = 9 N, _ 1.44 points per e

R-r = 512 to 1 N 2 = 1point per octave

R = 2 Nl0 _ 3.32 points per decade

Q = 0.18191683 J$max = 40 kHz
/;mitt = 25 US;

trna× = 12.8 ms fSmln = 78.125 Hz
1

is(t) _ -
t

Various impulse and frequency responses for this convolver are shown in Figs. 23(a) to (k).
Log scales are used for both time and frequency graphs. Note that even though the last tap of the
convolver is at trna x = 12.8 ms, the impulse response of the convolver extends significantly farther
out in time to about 0.2 s. Also note that if this convolver is implemented using equal-spaced FIR
techniques, it would require an FIR filter of at least 8000 points (= 40k samples/s x 0.2s).

The spectrums were calculated using conventional FEY techniques using a 32,768 point data
record scaled to 0 to 0.2048 s. This provided a time step size of 6.25 us (= 0.2048/32768) and a
frequency step size of 4.8828125 Hz (= I/0,2048). The impulse response was first constructed in
an eight-decade 800 point log-spaced data record covering 0.1 us to 10 s, with 100 points per
decade, and then interpolated to the 32,768 point linear-spaced data record.

Various responses are shown including Iow pass, band pass, high pass, and peak dip. Two
sets of responses are shown that were generated with the 10 coefficients loaded with random
numbers in the range of:t:l.0 (Fig. 23(j) and (lc)).

One interesting combination of log coefficients occurs when consecutive tap weights alternate
between +1 and 4 (Fig. 23(0). This generates a convolver impulse response that is a log down
sweep. As a result, each portion of its time response is associated one on one with a portion of its
frequency response. Increasing or decreasing a pair of adjacent coefficients by a factor of say 2,
causes a 6 dB bump or dip in the response at the associated frequency. This is illustrated in Figs.
23(g) and (h). This one on one correspondence makes it easier to design for a specific frequency
response. The major problem with this is the very dispersive nature of a log-down-sweep impulse
response, which makes the convolver only suitable for use as an equalizer where phase is not
important, i.e. shaping white or pink noise, etc.

8.2.2. Thirty One Tap One-Third. Octave Convolver
Figs. 23(1) and (In) shows two representative impulse and frequency response sets for a one-

third-octave ratio (R = 101/10 = 21/3 = 1.259) convolver of 31 taps. The parameters of this
convolver are the same as the convolver of the example in Section 4.2.2. Note that if this
convolver is implemented using equal-spaced FIR techniques, it would require an FIR filter of
length of about 30,000 points (= 50,000 samples/sec x 0.6 seconds).
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As noted before, 31 points in the log-spaced sequence does not provide a high enough Q for
a true one-third-octave response. According to the guidelines of this paper in Table 4, a required
one-third-octave O.of about 4.3 requires a sample density of about 56 points per decade (according
to Fig. 13), or 168 points for three decades.

Both sets of graphs were generated by filling the 31 coefficients with random numbers in the
range of :1:1.0.The higher resolution of these two graphs is quite evident when compared to the
previous responses generated by the octave convolver. Even though limited to only 31 taps, this
convolver can generate quite varied responses.

8.3. Room Auralization Processor

The log-spaced convolver techniques described in this paper are well suited for real-time
audio processom required to "anmlize" or simulate the sound of an acoustic space before it is built.
To operate in real time, convolvers using conventional techniques must have very high
computational capability. Log-spaced convolver designs may ease this burdan.

Research needs to he done to determine what effective ring-down Q needs to be maintained,
so that psycho-acoustically, the room sound is not compromised as implemented using log-spaced
techniques. Several log-spaced decomposition and reconstruction cycles, at various sample
densities, should be applied to a full-length high-sample rate room impulse response, to determine
how few log-spaced samples are required.

9. CONCLUSIONS

A non-uniform logarithmic-spaced sampling technique is described that is well matched to the
impulse response decay characteristics of real-world systems. The sampling occurs at high rates
for short times, and low rates for long times, with the sampling rate falling inversely with time.
This places a high density of samples at the start of an impulse where the high-frequency content
occurs, and lower densities later, where only lower frequencies exist. The impulse response of
most real-world systems follows essentially a constant Q characteristic, where the system's high-
frequency resonators ring down quickly, and the low-frequency resonators ring down slowly.

Log sampling is very efficient because of the very low number of samples required as
compared to high sample rate equal-spaced techniques. LOg sampling is a very efficient technique
for data compression, where fewer samples imply less memory and processing time, faster
transmission time and/or lower bandwidth for transmission. Log sampling in time is best described
by a sample density, in points per decade or octave of time, rather than a sampling rate as it is in
conventional equal-spaced sampling.

A log-spaced decomposition and reconstruction technique was developed, which is based on
interpolators that have been log warped so that they function in log time the same as non-warped
interpolators operate in linear time. These log-warped interpolation functions allow a log-spaced
sequence of samples to be optimally interpolated, and thus reconstruct a continuous-time impulse
response from its log-spaced samples.

An efficient technique was developed to convert directly back and forth from a sequence of
log-spaced samples in the time domain to a sequence of log-spaced samples in the frequency
domain. This technique is based on approximating the Fourier transform of the continuous-time
impulse by summing up the individual spectrums of the interpolators used to interpolate the log-
spaced sequence of samples of the impulse response.

Several forms of log-spaced convolvers were shown which may provide real utility in
implementing such common audio devices as filters, equalizers, crossovers, reverberators, room
auralization processors, etc. The log-spaced convolvers are much more complex than conventional
equal-spaced designs, but are potentially much more efficient because considerably fewer taps or
sample points are required.
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11. APPENDIX 1: RING-DOWN TIME OF SECOND-ORDER
RESONATOR

The transfer function of a second-order low-pass filter is

B
H(s) = (53)

s 2 + 60o s + 0302
Q

where

s = complex variable (= j _ = j2x J )

co0 = comer frequency of filter in radians per second (= 2x.f0 )
= Q of filter

B = a real constant.
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An alternate form of Eq. (53) can be written in terms of the real Ot and imaginary 031parts of

the filters pole locations (Pi = Ct+ j 031, t/91= O[ -- j 03t):

03_ = 03_ (54)
H(s)=(s+Ct)2+0312 s 2+2cts+%2+at

The pole real and imaginary parts can be written in terms of the filter parameters fo and Q:

03o 2_rfo rrJo
ot = - - and

2_ 2g _2 '

03 _ 03_/--o2_(x=;03o2 0%2Q' (55)

The inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (54) is

fi(t) = e-atsin(03tt ). (56)

This is recognized as a decaying sinusoid at frequency COl . The filter's decay is described by

the decay factor e- _t, which in turn can be equated to a specific decay threshold L:

_71']0 t

e -at =e 0 = L. (57)

This is turn can be solved for the time 7'd to decay to this threshold

7.d = Qlog_ (L)
rrjo (58)

This can be converted to L in dB by substituting L = 10- t_8/2o

id = _ Qiog,(L) _ Qlog,(lO-L_d'_°)
lrjo rrjo

= _ Q lOglo(lO-Ldd2°)/lOgxo(e) = _ Q(-La_/20)/log_o(e)

rr.to _r/o

_ LaB .
207r logto(e) Jo (59)

Which is the desired result.
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12. APPENDIX 2: CARDINAL CUBIC-SPLINE INTERPOLATOR

The following is a very abbreviated explanation of cubic-splines and their application to
interpolation found in a section of [9, pp. 91-122]. Conventionally, cubic-spline interpolation of a
finite set of data points is accomplished by a complex matrix techniques. The interpolation method
described here is based not on matrix methods, but on a filtering approach, i.e., find the impulse
response of an interpolation filter that when the sequence of data points is passed through it, the
output is a continuous-time function with the region between the data points properly interpolated
with cubic splines.

The cardinal cubic spline interpolator is based on the theory of polynomial splines. A
function can he approximated by a series of equal-length polynomial line segments strung end to
end. At each point where the individual segments connect, called knots, the value of the
polynomial and a certain number of derivatives match. Because of their simple analytic form,
splines are easy to manipulate numerically. Third order polynomials, called cubic splines, are the
most popular and useful for numeric operations.

Schoenberg I 11] has shown that any polynomial spline of degree n can be represented by a
linear combination of shifted B-splines. The B-splines are symmetric bell-shaped functions of
finite width that can be explicitly be defined with simple polynomial splines. Without going into
any development detail (the reader is again referred to 19, pp. 91-1221 for more details), the

following equation defines the third-order B spline {53(x):

l(x + 2)3 for-2_<x<-I

[33(x)-- _'-x 2 1- for0<x<+l

-l(x - 2) 3 for + 1 _<x _<+2 (40)

0 otherwise

Note that [33 (x) exists only over -2 _ x -<+2. This function is shown in Fig. 24, along
with its derivatives.

The cardinal cubic spline interpolator is defined in terms of a series of shifted versions of

3 (x). The coefficients of each shifted B spline are calculated numerically by first sampling

_J3(x) at the integers (forx = -2, -1, 0, +1, +2; _3(x)= 0, 1/6, 2/3, 1/6, 0), and then
numerically performing the convolution inverse. This results in an infinite series of coefficients,

which can be truncated when the coefficients drop below _ 31.62x10-6or about 90 dB down.
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In termsof thesecoefficients(21in all),thecardinalcubicsplineinterpolator1]3 (X) is given
by

+1.73205066[53 (x)

-0.46410161[53 (x - 1) - 0.4641016103 (X + 1)

+0.12435565153 (x - 2) + 0.1243556515 3(X + 2)

-0.0333210015 3(x - 3) - 0.0333210003 (x + 3)

+0.00892834153 (x - 4) + 0.00892834153 (x + 4)

-0.002392340 3 (X - 5) - 0.00239234153 (x + 5) for - 9 -<x _<+9
ns (x)

+0.0006410315 3(x - 6) + 0.0006410315 3 (x + 6)

-0.00017176153(x - 7) - 0.0001717603 (x + 7)

+0.000460215 3(x - 8) + 0.00046020 3(x + 8)

-0.00001234153(x - 9) - 0.00001234_ 3 (x + 9)

+0.00000332153 (x - 10) + 0.0000033215 3 (x + 10)

0 otherwise
(41)

Theq3 (x) function is plotted in the previousFig. 9, on both linear andlog vertical scales.
Note that although it looks superficially like a sinc function, it dies down much faster. Even though
this function appears complicated, it can be implemented quite efficiently using recursive digital

filters [10].Realizeagain,that 113(x) is the impulseresponseofa cubic-splineinterpolationfilter
that will properly interpolate a series of data points that are sent through it. The interpolation

property of 113(x) is due to the fact that it is precisely equal to one at x = 0 andvanishesat all
other integer values.
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TABLE 4. LOG SAMPLING DESIGN PROCEDURES

PROCEDURE1: PROCEDURE2: WHERE:

(Follow down) (Follow down) frmin = minimum frequency in
analysisband

GIVEN: Q, frmia, frm,x, GIVEN: NT, frmin, frmax, Jmax = maximum frequency in
and L_ and mdb analysisband

Q = maximumresonator Q
Z_m= decay thresholdin dB

N T = total numberof sample
points in time or frequency

CALCULATION CALCULATION WHERE:

SEQUENCE: SEQUENCE: R = time or frequency
8xlogto(e) 1. K = N T -1 increment ratio (=tm+l / tm)

1. R -- LdBQ '{- l 2. R T frmax aT = time or frequencyspan= (:./max /fmin , or trna x [ tmi n )

2. RT = ./max &ia K = last count

[log,o(R)]3. K
3. K = aounaUp_' 8xlogto(e)

L IOglO (a) J 4. 2 =
(R- 1)L_

4. N T =K+I
CALCULATION SEQUENCE CONTINUED: WHERE:

0.4 tmin = initial (start) sample

5. tmin (R- l)frmax time
tm.x = final (end) sample time

i6' trax = RTtmin N_ = sample density in time or
7. N, = _log,(R) frequency in number points
8. N 2 = l/log2(R) per e ratio

9. 1Vie= 1/logic(R) N 2 = sample density in time or
-_.n _ _5_" frequency in number points

per octave
10. t. = tmiaRa = tmineN" = tmi.2 t_2 TM tmiul0 _0 Nto= sample density in time

_ _ or frequency in number points

11 jit - frmin_ = frmiae Ne = frmi.2N2= frmml0 Nte perdecade
n = sample count, 0 < n _ K

:12. frSmax= 2'Sfm,_ tn = time at nth sample

13. frSmiit ----2'5frei, ./<it= frequencyat nth sample

14. frs. = frSmu R-It _Smax = maximum sampling
-it 2_. -.-_-_ rate

Smaxg_e maxl0 _o= fr = frSmaz2N2 = frs frSmin = minimum sampling
1 rate

15. frs(t) _ _ .ifs, = samplingrate at nth
(R- l)t sar.pie

frs(t) = samplingrate as a
function of time
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Fig. 1. Linear and logarithmic sampling illustrated by plotting the sample rate at each sample
time. (a) Sample rate plotted vs. linear time on a scale ofOto 1 ms. (b) Sample rate plotted vs. log
time on a scale of 0.1 ms to 0.1 s. These graphs show how the instantaneous sample rate changes
over time for both linear and log sampling for a specific example set of parameters. The dots
indicate the individual sample points. The linear sampling starts at time zero with a constant sample
rate of 50 kHz. The log sampling starts with an initial sample rate of 50 kHz, starting at roughly

77.3 us, with a constant 10 points per decade, and falls thereafter following )'s (t) = 3.86/t.



Wide_Band__I mp..__Z Resp.

lOth-order 100 Hz 10th-older I kHz
Butterworth Butterworth
High-Pass Filler 2nd-order 1 kHz Low-Pass Filter.
-60 dB @ 50 Hz Peak, + 12 dB -60 dB _ 2 kHz

enerator

2nd-order 100 Hz 2nd-order -20 dB
Peak, + 18 dB @ I kHzHF Shelf

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a wide-band minimum-phase band-pass system used to generate an
example impulse response (sec Section I. I for more detail).
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-10
en
'ID

!

-J -20 .....ILl

_, .

-30 ij _i .......-40dB
20 00 lk 10k 20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 3. Frequency response of the system shown in Fig. 2, plotted over a 20 Hz to 20 kHz

log scale. The response rolls off very rapidly below 100 Hz and above I kHz, and has high Q
peaks at both these frequencies.
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0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20s

TIME- SECONDS(LinearScale)

I I I
0 5 10 1 5 20ms

TIME-SECONDS(LinearScale)

Fig. 4. Impulse responseof the systemshown in Fig. :2plotted on linear time scales (a) 0 to
0.2 s linear time sca e. (b) 0 to 0.02 s expanded (x 10) linear time scale. Note that both these scales
are required to show all the details of the response.

1,0 : . . :

o_lii_:_ _ r_Io,0.........i..............
0.001 0.01 0.1

TIME- SECONDS(Log Scale)

d .Fig. 5. lmpuls_ respon_ of. the sys?mshown in Fig. 2 plotted on a logarithmic nearly three-
ecaoe range ot nuu us to O.2 s time scale. [note that all the significant details of the response are

shown on one logarithmic scale.



x_ Discrete-time y_
x,,/t) C/D System D/C -

T your(t)

T T

Fig. 6. General block diagram of a device that accomplishes discrete-time processing of
continuous-timesignals.The input continuous-timesignal is first sampled, then processed by a
discrete-time processing system, and then reconverted to a continuous-time signal by a
reconstructionprocess.

s(t)

CID Filter I _ ,_ Ifrom impulse-- I-I_ _. )'"_ Itrain to
xi,(t) hl*e(t) [ _'"'Yx,(t) I discrete'time x[n] = x,(nt)

T lo

T 0.0i_* i_ht,p(t)
-10 -5 0 5 10

Fig. 7. Internal details of the continuous to discrete (C/D) converter block of Fig. 6. A perfect brick-wall Iow-pa._
anti-alias filter, set to half the sample rate, is followed by sampler that converts the input continuous-time signal to
a sequence of numbers. The sampler first converts the signal to a series of weighted impulse_ and then converts tho
impulses to a sequence of nu_. The impulse response of the anti*alias filter, a sinc(u'r) function, is shown.

Convert from Ideal
D/C -- .._ sequence to _ reconstruction

/'mpu'set"'"r' f,,te,'
/

t
T Sampling

period T

Fig.8. Internaldetailsoft.heidealdiscrete-timeto continuous-timeDICconversionblockof
Fig.6. The discretenumbersequence is first convertedtoa sequenceof weighted impulses,which
is then sent to a reconstruction filter which forms the continuous-time output. The ideal
reconstruction filter is exactly the same as the anti-alias filter of Fig. 7. The filter's sine(tiT)
impulseresponseoptimallyinterpolatesbetween thesamples.
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FiE. 9. PJots of three different sampling or interpolation functions. Both lincar (!eft) and !o8

(ri§hO vertical amplitude scales are shown. (e_)The sine(x) function, (b) The cardinal cubic-spline

function q3(x). (c) The Hannsinc(x) function of width 10, which is a Harm windowed sine(x)

function. The interpolation and sampling .progenies of!h_ functions stems from the fact that they
are precisely equal to one at the Ongm aha zero at all outer integer vamea.
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Fig. 11. Plots of a one-point-per-octave width-six LogHannsinc interpolator with several
different values of center time, plotted on log time scales, with corresponding magnitude spectrums
plotted on log frequency scales. (a) LogHannsinc centered at 0..5 s. (b) LogHannsinc centered at [
s. (c) LogHannsinc centered at 2 s. (d) Spectrum of LogHannsinc centered at 0..5 s. (e) Spectrum
of LogHannsinc centered at I s. (f') Spectrum of LogHannsinc centered at 2 s. Note that as the
function shifts up in time, the spectrum shifts down in frequency by the same ratio, and vice versa.
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Fig. 12.Plotsof severaldifferent width-sixLogHannsincinterpolatorfunctions,all centered
at I s, withdifferent sampledensities,plottedon logtime scales.Associatedmagnitudespectrums
are shown. (a) A one-point-per-octaveLogHannsinc.(b) A two-points-per-octaveLogHannsinc.
(c) A four-points-per-octaveLogHannsinc.(d) Spectrumof aone-point-per-octaveLogHannsinc.
(¢) Spectrumof a two-points-per-octaveLogHannsinc.(0 Spectrumof a four-points-per-octave
LogHannsinc.Note thatas the sample density increases,the spectrum sharpensand shifts up in
fi'equency.
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Fig. 13. Plots of Ecl. (29) giving the required log sample density, in points per decade,
versus Q for various decay thresholds. This graph yields the log sample density required to
properly digitize the impulse response ora system whose resenator_ Q is no more than that given.
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Fig. I4. Graphs of the two different types of log decomposition waveforms sets, plotted
using width-six three-points-per-octave LogHannsincs,on linear time scales.(a) The fundamental
set, basedon log-shifted low-pass interpolation functions. (b) The differenced set, basedon a
single high-time (low-frequency) Iow-passinterpolation function, and several lower-time (higher-
frequency) bandpassinterpolations functions. The differenced set provides a set of functions
which are localized both in time and frequency. The membersof the differenced set arecomposed
of differencesof consecutivemembersof the first set.
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Fig. 15. Plots of los-spaced decomposition and reconstructions of three sine waves of varions frequencies, with a
fixed sampte density of 32.78 IX_intsper decade, g0 total _mple Ixsints. and a starting sample rate of 50 kHz. In each pair
of linear-scale plots, the full tin_ scale is on the right (0 to 0.16 s). and an expanded time scale is on the left. (a) A 4 kHz
sine wave. (b) A 400 Hz sine wave. (c) A i00 Hz sine wave. A width-I S iog-waxpad cubic _line function was used as the
deonnqxssition and reconstruction interpolator. The eampic density was ,elected &s.suminga 60 dB decay threshold and a
system Q of 25. N_te that as frequency _ {top to b_tom), the reconstructed sine wave extends farther out in time.
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FILTER
hL.Ct)

-10 -5 0 5 1G

Fig. 17. Block diagram of a conventional continuous-time FIR filter/convolver with equal-
spacedtaps. Each delay block is identical and provides a delay T. Each tap is multiplied by a
coefficient an, where n is in the range 0 to K. Only one reconstruction filter is required at the
output.

Xln(t) KT

SUM I
I _ yo.,(t)

Fig. 18. Block diagram of an equivalent structure for the linear-spaced continuous-time
convolver of Fig. 17, called the cascade structure, with individual identical reconstruction filters on
each tap.
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Fig. 19. Block diagram of an equivalent structure for the linear-spaced convolver of Fig. 18,
called the parallel structure. Here, several processing channels are in parallel, each with its own
appropriate delay and reconsUnuctionfilter.
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Fig. 21.Block diagramof the parallel-structurecontinuous-timelog-spacedconvolver,Here
eachchannelhas itsown appropriatedelayand logreconstructionfilter.
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Fig. 22. Block diagram of a discrete-time log-spaced convolver using multi-rate sample
techniques. (a) Block diagram. (b) Discrete-time impulse response of each reconstruction filter

blockht, oo[n], Each of the up- and down-arrow circular blocks provide fractional up and down

sampling respectively, with rate ratio R. Each rectangular block on the left contains a Iow-pass
filter followed by a down sampler, Note that each channel of this convolver is identical The
required lime scaling of each channel is accomplished automatically by file different sample rates.
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Fig. 23. Various impuI_ and frequency responses provided by a ten-tap octave and a 3 l-tap
one-third-octave log-space._l convolvers. The left graph of each pair shows the convolv_'s impulse
response plotted on a five-decade log-time scale of 2 us to 0.2 s. The right graph shows the
magnitude frequency response of the convolver plotted on a 10 I-1zto 20 kHz log-frequency scale.
See last page for details of each graph pair.
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Fill. 23 Continued. See last !_e for details of each graph i_ir.
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Fig. 23 Continued. See Section 8.2 for details of convolvers. The following table lists the
convolvers coefficient values along with a brief description of the response.

FIG. NUM. COEFFICIENTS COEFFICIENTS DESCRIPTION
TAPS NORMAL DIFFERENCED OF

a0 to a_ d^ to d_ RESPONSE
{a) 10 1,0,0,0,0,0?0,0,0,0 I,!,I_!,Y,I,I,_?I,I Widest fiat response.

10 0,0,0,0,0, ! ,0,0,0,0 0,O,0r0,0,1 ?1,1,1 ?I Mid-frequency Iow ]mss
Ib_ I0 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 Low-frequency low pass
(d) 10 1,0,0,0,0, 1,1,1,1,1,0.96875, High-pass

-0.03125,0,0,0,0 and on

(e) 10 0,0,0,0,1 ,- 1,0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0, 1,0,0,0,0,0 Mid-fT_uenc_ band pass
(0 10 1,-!,1,-1,1,-I,!, 1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0 Wide flat response. Log down

-1,1,-1 sweep in time.
(g) 10 1,- 1,1,-1,2,-2,1, 1,0,1,0,2,0,1,0,1,0 +6 dB mid-frequency peak

-1,1,-1
(h) 10 1,- l, I,- 1,0.5,-0,5,1, 1,0,1,0,0.5i0,-1_0, i ,0 _6 dB mid-frequency dip

-1,1,-1
(i) 10 1,- 1,1,- 1,0,0,1,- 1,1, 1,0,1,0,0,0, i,O,l,O l.arge high-Q mid-fTeqmmcy

-I dip
(j) I0 Randomset Coefficients chosenat random

l_) 10 Random set Coefficients chosen at random31 Randomset 'Coefficients chMen at random

(m) 31 Random set Coefficients choNn at nmdom
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Fig. 24. Plot of third-order B spline 1_3 (x) along with derivatives. (a) [_3 (x). (b) First

deftvative of [_3 (x). (c) Second derivative of [_3 (x). (d) Third derivative of [_ 3 (x).


